Cash money for every one!

What? A demonstration against vouchers, structural racism and the “Lager”system
When? Friday, April 25th at 2:00 PM
Where? Start at S-Bahnhof Oranienburg. From there we’ll go through
Oranienburg till the district administration (“Landsratamt”) and social
administration (“Sozialamt”).
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In Oberhavel we, refugee people, received vouchers instead of cash money
just because we are seen as foreigner people. This practice increases our
isolation and our exclusion. Since we only have vouchers to buy our daily
products, we are automatically excluded and touched of “the others” at the
moment of paying. Vouchers are a form of racist discrimination. And besides
of it, with vouchers you can just buy specific products in some supermarket.
Another important fact is that vouchers expire very quickly, so you can’t save
any money.
Despite all the tries to fight the voucher-system, the district administration
Oberhavel and especially the parliamentarian Karl-Heinz Schröter keep
maintaining this racist politic. This is the reason why we organized a
demonstration in Oberhavel on the 25th of April 2014. In this way, we want to
fight against this racist practice and for the suppression of vouchers.
In fact, the use of vouchers is implemented racism and participates in the bad
treatments of refugees. These people are marginalized and excluded from
fundamental rights: freedom of movement, freedom of choice and right of
working.
Vouchers are just one example of discriminative practices which exist in
oppression laws (and in people’s head). These practices are destroying people
psychologically and push them sometimes till suicide.
Which life is possible under the deprivation of such fundamental rights?
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